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• Now try this - To support independent working you could use the pegs to
scaffold a ‘make and do’ process. Use a separate peg to record each stage and
attach it to a photo of the process, for example, making a Christmas card where
the instruction “Choose a piece of card and fold it in half” could be attached to
a photo of a blank piece of folded card. Can the children use the pegs to order
the instructions and then follow the process independently?
• Match it up! The Recordable Pegs are perfect for auditory matching games.
Record animal noises and have the children listen to each, then select and clip
the correct photo/drawing/symbol to the peg. Why not make this harder by
having a line said by a character in a story recorded on the pegs, again the
children have to match the character picture to the corresponding peg.
• Well done! Why not use the Recordable Pegs for feedback on a “How did I do?”
washing line? The children submit work and you leave a message on the peg
about it with the work attached for the children to pick up and listen to. This
can be adapted with ideas for re-drafting, peer review or even ‘guest’
responders who leave mystery messages, for example Santa Claus on letters to
Santa!
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• Listen and do! If you are working on maths operations you could record a series
of instructions, for example, “Add 3,” “Take away 1,” “Multiply by 2,” on the
Recordable Pegs. Cards with numbers can be attached and the children take a
card and listen to the specific instruction for that number card. This could be
used for consolidation of a particular operation or level, catch up for those
requiring a range of activities to secure understanding or extension activities to
add challenge to the session.

